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ABSTRACT
Following the highly unlikely event of a pressurised component failing, it is important to know the
indirect consequences of failure. These include the effects of missiles generated from the failed
component hitting other components within the plant. Methodologies such as the R3 assessment
procedure provide formulae to calculate the missile velocity, as well as the energy required to penetrate a
target. In this paper, a multi physics model is presented which enables calculation of missile velocity
based on a coupling between Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and Finite Element Method (FEM).
Investigations were performed using air as the fluid at different pressures; this enabled optimisation of the
model so that it could be used to assess high pressure steam as the process fluid. A comparison between a
simple hand calculated maximum acceleration, and the peak obtained from the simulation, provided a
means of validating the model. Velocities obtained from the numerical method were found to be
considerably lower than R3. Several reasons are suggested as to why this is the case and are justified with
results from numerical simulations. In addition to this, the impact of a missile on a target was simulated
using FEM with a special material model based on strain rate hardening and shear failure. The R3 impact
assessment method was found to be in closer agreement with the numerical results, providing evidence
that these empirical formulae are still acceptable to use in assessments. However, in order to get an
accurate evaluation of missile velocity, more sophisticated methods should be used to avoid overly
conservative assessments.
INTRODUCTION
A Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) may indirectly damage plant safety systems, including the
containment boundary, by the effect of missiles generated by the LOCA. In this paper, a study to develop
a modern numerical modelling technique to estimate damage by missiles is described. Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) has been applied to simulate the acceleration of the missile due to the fluid jet.
SPH is a computational method used for simulating fluid flows that works by dividing the fluid into a set
of discrete elements, referred to as particles. These particles have a spatial distance over which their
properties are "smoothed" by a kernel function. This means that the physical quantity of any particle can
be obtained by summing the relevant properties of all the particles which lie within the range of the
kernel. Finite Element Analysis, using a material damage model, has been used to assess missile
penetration depth and dynamic response of the target, based on missile velocities determined by the
preceding SPH analysis.
The study to develop SPH/FEA for assessment of the missile problem was conducted by way of a series
of case studies, firstly to investigate the calculation of missile velocity and secondly for estimation of
penetration energy. Similarly the parameters defining the environment within the pressure vessel, failure
of which leads to missile generation, were varied. Relatively simple and conservative empirical methods
have previously been applied for assessment of the missile problem for Nuclear Power Plants in the
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United Kingdom (UK). In common with other indirect consequences of failure, UK regulatory
expectations are that missile damage should be determined according to best estimate. This contrasts with
the estimate of direct consequences of failure, in this case the effects of loss of coolant, which are
determined on a conservative basis to establish both core damage and off-site release frequency . The
concluding remarks of this paper provide comment as to how application of modern techniques for
assessment of missile damage may justify a reduction in current conservatisms.
MISSILE VELOCITY
Missile velocity is treated as a fluid structure interaction problem that is evaluated using SPH, which is
integrated into the finite element software Abaqus 6.12 (Abaqus, 2012). The following paragraphs
summarise the development and basis of SPH.
SPH was introduced by Monaghan and Gingold (1977) and is a numerical meshless method for which
nodes and elements are not defined, as would be the case in conventional FEA. Instead a collection of
points, referred to as particles, are defined to represent a given body. These have a characteristic length
over which the fluid properties are smoothed by a kernel function. The kernel is established such that it
has a value of one at its centre and zero at the perimeter, with the result that each particle interacts only
with particles within its kernel radius. The work by Zsis (2013) and also Croaker (2011) provide
examples of recent publications that have applied SPH to impact and fluid-structure interaction problems
respectively.
SPH applies the Navier–Stokes equations, expressed in Lagrangian form, to describe fluid behaviour as
follows:
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where ρ is the density, u is the velocity, t is the time, p is the pressure, ν0 is the viscosity and F is the body
force. These equations arise from Newton's of fluid motion, and incorporate an assumption that stress in
the fluid is the sum of a diffusing viscous term, proportional to the gradient of velocity, and a pressure
term, hence describing viscous flow. These equations are discretized with a grid of particles leading to
the SPH equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy, as follows:
Conservation of Mass
Conservation of Momentum

Conservation of Energy
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Wij is the smoothing kernel for particles i and j. The smoothing kernel used in this implementation is a
cubic spline. So that the mass, mi, of each equation does not, in general, change the following expression
must hold:
୧
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The definition of the cubic spline is as follows:
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is the location of the ith particle,
is a normalization factor to ensure the integral of the kernel itself
reproduces unity, defined as:
2/3h
10/(7πh2)
1/(πh3)
is the smoothing length.

It is also possible to specify quadratic and quintic kernels. A plot of the cubic spline is given in Fig. 1,
where the symmetry is illustrated, and the kernels =0 beyond ±2h.

Figure 1. Cubic Spline for smoothing kernel in SPH simulations
SPH model
Prediction of missile velocity is treated as a fluid structure interaction problem evaluated using SPH,
which is integrated into the finite element software Abaqus 6.12 (Abaqus, 2012). The finite element
model precisely matches the geometry of both the vessel and missile and is illustrated in Fig 2. In order
to afford direct comparison with R3, fluid behaviour in the SPH analysis is initially modelled as an ideal
gas. Initial conditions within the pressure vessel, immediately preceding the moment of rupture, are
specified in terms of temperature and pressure. In this case internal pressure, Po = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 10.0
MPa, external pressure = 0.1MPa and temperature (ambient) = 20oC. The initial energy in the pressurised
fluid is obtained from these parameters. The equation of state for the fluid is taken to be the ideal gas
law, with a gas constant of 287J/kgK.
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Figure 2. SPH Missile Velocity Model
To accurately represent vessel geometry the finite element model comprises four-node general-purpose
shell elements (S4R), with reduced integration and hourglass control, with a number of three-node
triangular general purpose elements (S3) at the boundaries. Both elements are specified as having finite
membrane strains.
A rigid body condition is imposed on the vessel which is fixed with an encastre boundary condition. The
missile is modelled using eight-node brick elements with reduced integration. For estimation of missile
velocity, the missile is also treated as a rigid body but is not constrained in any degree of freedom. The
resolution of the mesh is refined in the break region, both in the pressure vessel and the missile, in order
that the geometry of the circular opening and the missile shape are well defined. All structural elements
are linear. The SPH particle grid is created using a mesh conversion tool provided in Abaqus 6.12. A
finite element mesh using 4-node linear tetrahedron elements is converted to a grid of particles, where
each element is replaced by a particle (PC3D). The initial body of fluid is prescribed an initial density,
which, via the ideal gas law, gives the desired pressure. Each simulation continued until the missile
attained constant velocity, i.e. negligible acceleration. The missile velocity at this moment was obtained
at the node closest to the centre of mass. Typically, acceleration becomes negligible within 15
microseconds.
The mass of each particle is determined by a characteristic length that is used to establish particle volume,
which in turn is used to determine the mass associated with the particle. It is assumed that the nodes are
distributed uniformly in space and that each particle is associated with a small cube centered at the
particle. The characteristic length is half the length of the cube side. This mass is required to determine
the momentum transferred to the missile from each particle collision.
Results of the simulations are shown in Figures 3 and 4, which are plots of acceleration and velocity
respectively. R3 and simple ‘F=ma’ hand calcs have also been provided for comparison.
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Figure 3: Acceleration vs time for various initial conditions
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Figure 4: Velocity vs time for various initial conditions
Figure 5 shows a contour plot of density during a LOCA. Pressure rapidly reduces in the jet causing the
density to decrease.
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Figure 5: SPH simulation of fluid density
A plot of resultant velocity vectors is given in Figure 6. The direction of fluid motion is influence
strongly by the presence of the missile.

Figure 6: Plot of resultant velocity vectors at each particle
Summary
The results of this first assessment show that SPH/FEA predicts missile velocities that are considerably
lower than those determined using R3, EDF Energy (2003). Figure 4 illustrates typical relative
conservatism associated with SPH/FEA, R3 and Newton’s second law of motion.
The results of SPH analysis indicate that maximum acceleration of the missile occurs shortly after
rupture. The results of the SPH simulations closely match those obtained in accordance with Newton’s
second law of motion in the period immediately following rupture. This confirms that SPH accurately
models the very first stages of the LOCA, both in terms of fluid and missile behaviour. Beyond the
instant at which peak acceleration occurs, SPH models the expected effect on missile velocity of fluid
density decreasing with time, which R3 does not.
This first case study has enabled refinement of the SPH technique, in terms of applying a damping
viscosity parameter to effectively model missile velocity and also in optimising FE mesh refinement and
SPH particle density.
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PENETRATION ENERGY
Finite element techniques are used to assess penetration depths using a shear failure damage and strain
rate hardening material model. The starting point for FEA was to consider penetrations energies,
determined according to R3. An equivalent velocity is obtained for input to an initial FE calculation. If
this first assessment does not indicate perforation, further analyses are conducted in which the velocity is
varied in the FEA until perforation is observed.
The transfer of momentum from the missile to the target causes global deformation of the structure, as
well as local damage at the impact site. Failure of the material will occur due to yielding and fracture at
the regions of highest stress. A finite element model must use a failure criterion to account for these
mechanisms. Using a shear failure model in Abaqus Explicit, it is possible to remove elements from the
model as they fail. The material model is based on choosing an equivalent plastic strain at which failure
will occur. This method is highly mesh dependent, as the minimum size of region that can be removed is
the element size. Therefore, the optimum mesh must be found based on the amount of damage sustained,
and computation time. Various mesh configurations are considered: square, refined, tetrahedral and tied.
The simplest approach is to specify a mesh of square elements, without specifying any regions of greater
refinement (in terms of mesh density) at regions of interest such as the region of the target where impact
occurs. A more focussed mesh can be specified to increase the density of elements in such regions of
interest, in order to more accurately model the effect of missile damage. This was chosen had it had the
favourable combination of good accuracy and relatively low computational cost.
Material Model
A shear failure criteria is used where an equivalent plastic strain at failure is assumed. This is modified to
account for the increase in predicted failure strains when the material is in compression. The curve
recommended in R3 defines the modification factor against the triaxiality ratio, based on guidance
provided in Section VIII of the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code (ASME, 2010). The material used
in the models is that of 304L Austenitic Stainless Steel. Stress strain data at high strain rates is taken
from (Steel Construction Institute, 2001), as shown in Table 1.
Table 1:

Strain rate enhancement: 0.1%, 0.2% and 1.0% proof strengths [Ref ]

e& (s )

s0.1% ( N / mm2 )

s0.2% ( N / mm2 )

s1% ( N / mm2 )

0

269

276

316

0.0017

287

296

332

0.0025

291

300

335

0.0086

304

313

346

0.0178

311

321

352

0.088

327

338

366

7.42

372

385

404

100

403*

418*

429*

1000

433*

449*

453*

-1

*Calculated Values
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Stress strain behaviour can be conveniently described by the Ramberg-Osgood equation:
e=

s æ sö
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where E is the Young’s modulus in MPa and n and K’ are material constants which may be estimated
from
n=

log s UTS - log s1%

(10)
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Due to the large strains that arise in these analyses, the index n is calculated using the 1% proof stress and
the UTS. This gives a more accurate model of material behaviour than if the standard 0.2% and 1% proof
stresses were used. The strain at UTS is taken to be the failure strain, which for the material considered
here is about 50%. This is appropriate for strain levels greater than 1%. E=200GPa, ν=0.3, ρ=7800kg/m3.
The strain at UTS is chosen to be the failure strain in equation (10).
The data for strain rates of 100s-1 and 1000 s-1 in Table has been extrapolated from that given for lower
strain rates, by taking a log-log plot of strain rate against strain for each stress and extending the line of
best fit in a linear fashion. Engineering stress and strains are then converted into true stress and strain
using the following relationships:

e true = ln(1 + e)
strue = s(1 + e)

(12)
(13)

A function given in Section VIII of the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code (ASME, 2010) is used to
account for the change in the failure plastic strain due to triaxiality, as follows:
(14)
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where αSL is a material factor for the multiaxial strain limit, m2=0.75(1-R) for Stainless Steels, and R is
the ratio of minimum specified yield stress to UTS. M is the ratio of pressure stress to Mises stress:
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were σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the principle stresses at a location.
A plot of the triaxiality curve from ASME is given in Figure 3. This is a lower bound to experimental
data, and is therefore conservative since damage will be incurred more readily in the FE model than it
would in reality. The failure strain is chosen to be the 50% as this is approximately the lowest from the
available data, as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 6: Triaxiality curve from ASME
Table 2:
-1
e& ( s )

Strain rate enhancement for UTS and failure strain (uniaxial)
ߝ௨ (%)

ߪ௨ (MPa)

0.0003
58.7
597
0.0159
49.3
619
0.0963
50.3
628
0.179
50.0
632
1.7
51.0
644
21.2
52.7
658
Using the uniaxial failure strain of 50%.in combination with equation (14) it is possible to generate
triaxial failure strains which can then be used in the Abaqus model.
Case Study
The case considered involved a missile of diameter d, and a target of thickness t such that the ratio
t/d=0.625. The initial velocity for the FE simulation was obtained from R3 calculations, then adjusted to
find the critical point at which perforation occurred.

Figure 7: Mesh used for penetration assessment case study
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Figure 8: Contour plot of plastic strain at the early moments after impact
The capability of the FE model to realistically represent the transfer of energy that occurs when a missile
strikes a target is illustrated in Figure 9. This shows how the total energy remains constant, and is
initially comprised entirely of kinetic energy. As the impact progresses this kinetic energy transfers to
plastic dissipation energy and strain energy, which causes damage to the target and deformation of the
missile.
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Figure 9: Plot of energies from case study
Summary
These results indicate that FEA offers a suitable alternative method to calculating penetration energy.
However, assessment should be undertaken with care since there is considerable sensitivity to the
specified mesh density and configuration. A strain rate hardening law and a shear failure model which
takes account of triaxial effects should be included in the model. The ASME shear failure model applied
in this study is a lower bound curve to experimental data, and is recommended for future application as
providing a reasonable best estimate and a conservative approach. The missile model is less sensitive to
mesh density than the target, however it must be sufficiently refined to accurately define the geometry of
the missile and capture blunting when the target is struck.
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CONCLUSION
This paper presents the findings of a study to develop a modern technique for assessment of missile
hazards. It follows a review of current methods to estimate damage to NPP components by LOCA
generated missiles. The review identified that the usual method is given in the R3 impact assessment
procedure (EDF Energy, 2003) has occasionally been applied. SPH and FEA were identified as a suitable
and modern alternative technique. In common with R3, the new method considers two aspects of the
problem separately: these are missile energy and target penetration. Work to develop SPH/FEA for
assessment of both aspects has been described, resulting in a refined method suitable for future
application. The results of new assessments have been compared with those obtained using R3.
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